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Background

● What is a Risk Assessment?

● A safety risk assessment is a systematic 
procedure for identifying and managing 
hazards. It encompasses thorough 
examination of the entire work 
environment, processes and equipment to 
determine any hazard to the health of the 
employees in the short or long term and 
implementing remedies

● Its proactive vs “chasing the recordable”

● “Entire Work Environment”- Both for 
regular operations, tooling and 
maintenance.

● Step by Step review of the “line” or 
“machine”.

● Rank by hazard, but also tracking 
improvements. Organizational piece. 

● Quantitative, as it will give us true 
data.
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Step by Step Review- Visual

-Work front to back 

-Operations

-Maintenance

-Tooling

-Sanitation

Different disciplines have different 
interactions with machinery.  
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Data: Qualitative vs Quantitative 

● Qualitative: Going off personal 
accounts, experiences and general 
knowledge.

● Example:  Changing out the blades 
on a grinder is dangerous,  I heard 
someone got cut doing it before and 
received several stitches, plus, just 
look at how sharp those blades are.  

● Quantitative: Relying on real data.  
Assigning numbers to frequency, 
severity and probability.  

● Example: Changing out the blades on 
a grinder is dangerous, that task 
scores about 300, which is considered 
high risk.
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Data: Qualitative vs Quantitative 

● Both types of Risk Assessments exist.  Lots of similarities as they break the job or 
process and identify risk.  Rotating parts with easy access by hand?  Could be 
scored high, could be scored low, but either way, it would make an assessment. 

● The Quantitative version (the form we will review) will give us data to determine 
which tasks pose the highest risk.

● There are many advantages to putting a number or score associated with risks 
identified.
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Quantitative Advantage

● If you were to assess 20 processes at your site, and come up with 1,000 items that 
are of risk, where do you start?

● It often costs money to change a process, add engineering controls or upgrade 
guards with lights curtains, etc.  Where do we spend the money?

● Once we make an improvement to a process or task, how do we know if we 
reduced the risk?  Or by how much? 
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Risk Assessment- section 1
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Risk Assessment- section 2

● Review potential hazards to be identified on form.

● Besides training potential assessors, review guide that acts as a cheat sheet to help 
determine if certain hazards exist.

● Not everyone involved is a safety professional, but their knowledge of the machine 
and process is just as important.  

● Depending on the equipment or process, some sections may not apply, so time can 
be saved by crossing them out.
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Hazard list filled out

As a team, list identified hazards, outcomes and what is currently there 
for controls.  

The present controls will put a dent in the total risk score, especially if 
the control is sufficient.

With no controls, you have a better chance of a higher risk score.
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How to score

● Severity x Exposure x Probability = 
total risk

● Next few slides will show definitions, 
and scoring numbers associated with 
those definitions

● These definitions and number can be 
customized to meet your type of 
industry or site.

● Typically filled out in a conf room.
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Scoring- Severity

Values and definitions can be tweaked to fit your company. Top severity can be 
“multiple fatalities”. 

Can even trim down to 4 grades (this is true with Frequency and Probability).
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Scoring- Frequency of exposure

This is where the team approach is helpful- operators, packers would be able to 
determine how frequently they are exposed to the areas.  

This isn’t an exact science, but having the group agree and be consistent is key.
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Scoring- Probability

Not an exact science, but having the team agree on the scoring and consistency 
is key.

This is all part of the discussion, can revisit out in the work area if torn between 
two grades.
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Internal action plan

These numbers would dictate due dates on your internal 
action plans, or immediate actions you may need to take.

Even interim actions to knock the risk down a little bit.
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Hazard list with scoring

Total risk and Class score is calculated.  

Corrective actions added if no present controls or added if the 
score with the present controls are too high.  

Talk about how score is reduced with CRAT.
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Action Plan- the follow up
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Repeat same process for Tooling & 
Maintenance
● We talked about the “3 pronged” approach.  Tooling replaces the mold in the 

machine.  Maintenance repairs all hoses, lines, changes oils, and any other repairs 
that are needed.

● Different hazards operating the machine vs repairs and tooling.

● Take the same form and review Tooling change process with Tooling department.  
They use equipment such as forklifts and cranes, that operations wouldn’t use.

● Maintenance may have to weld, or use other tools not used by Operations or 
Tooling.
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Review

● Its important that the Action plan is reviewed on a regular basis.  This is what closes 
the loop.  We want to identify the risk, then mitigate the risk.

● If multiple risk assessments are being worked on at the same time, we can take the 
highest risk line items and prioritize those.

● The EHS professional is usually the point person to drive the process, with support 
of upper management.  Set up Action Plan review meetings, organize the line 
items by hazard, rescore after completion of line items, schedule annual review of 
lines or processes, review risk assessments after injuries or near misses. 
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Real life scenario

To buy a home security system?

Severity?
Frequency?
Probability?
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Final Thoughts

● Injury trends can tell some of the story as far as where risks may be.  

● Catastrophic or costly injuries could be few and far between but having that 
exposure present in the workplace could set us up for failure at some point.  It's just 
a matter of when.  

● No matter how new or old the business is, it's worth performing these assessments 
to help identify the top risks.

● If an injury occurs, pull up the Risk Assessment and reassess if needed.
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Questions?


